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Abstract
The common believe of a single successful form of knowing the reality is misleading. A brief analysis of many human activities reveals a pluralistic perspective of several coexisting conceptual
schemes that underlie the form in which women and men know and constitute the world in which
we live. Here, I will discuss the necessity of taking seriously this pluralistic perspective when developing conceptual frameworks of human activities. As an example of great interest and importance, I will consider the case of resource management that has to contemplate the conservation
and the response of ecosystems to human activities that may lead to irreversible damage. Ecosystems’ activity occurs over a wide range of space and time scales and, hence, policies and proposals
of solutions to ecological problems should avoid narrow and monochromatic approaches. Specifically, the Pemon perspective of fire is a good example to show that for more robust and flexible
resource management we need the knowledge and experience of different cultural and disciplinary groups.
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1. Introduction
An instrumental stance on natural resources has offered us a vision according to which there is a total separation
between human beings and nature, and the latter could be manipulated by men for any purpose. This stance conflicts with the lifestyles of indigenous communities in which the world is understood as a living space rather
than mere property.
The recognition that there is no single method to obtain valid knowledge is based on a pluralistic understanding of knowledge. This pluralistic stance enables communication and cooperation between groups. Communica-
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tion between groups, which include members of different disciplines, scientific communities and cultures, is required to increase certainty in our epistemic (knowledge-generating) and social practices.
In the particular case of Pemon indigenous people, respect for cultural diversity is important because it is in
indigenous communities and towns where coexistence with regional biodiversity has led to the experimentation
and development of the use of plants, insects and animals as food, medicine, clothing, personal hygiene and
housing (Castillo & Toledo, 2000; Toledo & Barrera-Bassols, 2008).
The knowledge of these communities can improve and help promote the conservation of ecosystems and help
us survive (Berkes & Berkes, 2009; Berkes et al., 2000; Olsson et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2003). Of course, this
statement does not mean that traditional knowledge is infallible or that it should be assimilated into scientific
knowledge (Moller et al., 2004). My claim is that policies transform our existence conditions; therefore, to prevent
partial and unjust decisions, resource management policies must be derived from a plurality of practices and
ways of life. Damage occurs whenever a global-scale strategy is applied to a wide range of contexts without
considering the small-scale existence conditions.

2. Epistemological Pluralism
Conceptual schemes are social constructs that we make up and change in our interactions with others. These
schemes are conditions of possibility to have concepts, knowledge, beliefs, language, norms and values that we
need in order to act in the world. The conceptual schemes are assumptions that provide and bound the set of
beliefs it is possible to conceive (Kuhn, 2000). The world in which we born has been experiential given by
inheritance, embodying the language, beliefs, knowledges, social practices, norms, policies and values of our
forebears. As human beings we can transform the world and ourselves in the process by our social practices.
That world altered is the one that will find the next generation. For this reason, we are responsible of existence
conditions that next generation will received.
We can relate to different conceptual schemes and discover that what exists in relation to one of them may not
exist in relation to another. The consequence of this is that different worlds emerge depending on the conceptual
scheme adopted. A pluralistic approach to epistemology recognizes that the world is not only social construction,
it is also result of the regularity that characterizes the processes determined by reality and, therefore, it imposes
restrictions on our actions and our desires. Thus, pluralism differs substantially from radical relativism.
Any knowledge, including scientific knowledge, is configured into the practices of subjects. Since knowledge
depends on how we configure it in a context, there is not knowledge that is complete and infallible. All inquiry
proceeds within a cultural matrix which is ultimately determined by social practices of human beings and has no
secure foundations (Cartwright et al., 1996). The ends of any research must be judged in relation with its possible consequences on the physical, biological, ecological, social, cultural, moral, political and economic existence
conditions in which the subjects live. These conditions are the means by which the end in view is implemented.
Once the ends in view are performed and they become effective results, they also become part of the conditions
of life that comprise the world of those subjects (Dewey, 1938). In this sense, as epistemic and political subjects
we construct the world in which we live, therefore we are partly responsible for it.
Given this diversity of knowledge we can ask how we know that a particular policy of resource management
is the more suitable in a given condition. It is necessary to pay attention to the practical consequences. Given
that any knowledge is configured in the social practices of subjects and their epistemic practices (generating
knowledge practices), the degree of effectiveness of certain practices in particular conditions, indicates that we
can increase or decrease our confidence that our policies, justifications, models and experiments will be accurate.
Indigenous Peoples who live off wildlife, fish, and forests, also create knowledge from their own observations
and ecological understanding, based on the accumulation of generations of trial-and-error experience (Berkes &
Folke, 2002). These epistemic practices are not expressed in scientific language and are not guided by the values
and beliefs of scientific communities, however, practices of indigenous people can be correct.

Pemon Knowledge of Fire
An illustration of this pluralistic coexistence of conceptual schemes is the case of Pemon indigenous people. For
decades managers have tried to eliminate savannah burning practices by the Pemon indigenous people in the
Canaima National Park known as the Gran Sabana, on the assumption (the managers’ belief) that Pemon
practices of fire management causes forest loss (Rodríguez, 2004). Against this belief, Pemon elders advocated
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that repeated burns of small portions of the savannah serve as natural firebreaks. Their approach is to fight fire
with fire, not with water. In the traditional Pemon knowledge large fires can be prevented by collaboratively
burning a mosaic of small portions of savannah in different stages of succession. In such a mosaic, fires die out
naturally when they reach the border of a previous fire (Rodríguez, 2007). They know that fires in the area do
not have an annual frequency, but occur every three or four years and, rarely, every two years, because of the
slow recuperation of the vegetation, which generates in practice a mosaic of savannah patches with different
histories of fire (Rodríguez et al., 2009).
Until now, there is considerable scientific uncertainty wether or not the use of fire has been caused a real
process of expansion of the savannah at the expense of the forests (Dezzeo et al., 2004; Rull, 2009). On the other
hand, Pemon people never cite fire as the specific explanation for the reduction in forests useful for agriculture.
They attribute the conversion of forests to savanna vegetation to the concentration of population centers and
their growth, which has led to the intensification of a formerly extensive agricultural system. From a pluralistic
approach, this explanation is at least as valid as the one given by the park manager’s and, in addition, is compatible
with the knowledge, scientific and traditional, that population centers act as a stressing factor that imposes an alimentary and energetic pressure on the forests. It is very plausible that the more adequate policy for preserving the
forest in the Canaima National Park will contemplate the approaches to the problem that we illustrated here. Hence
this is an area in which scientific and traditional knowledge could cooperate in order to preserve resources.

3. Conclusions
There is no unique knowledge that can offer us foolproof answers, epistemic cooperation is required so that
facing results in which there is no experience is possible to respond in cooperation with other subjects of other
conceptual schemes while the crisis is still a small disturbance.
In the ecological field, scientific knowledge tends to approach the conditions of uncertainty in rigid and
narrow way. Frequently, scientific research follows linear models of identification and conceptualization of
problems, as well as data collection, development and test of hypothesis, as if the epistemic subjects could keep
aside from physical, biological, chemical, social, economic, political and cultural contexts of existence, or as if it
were possible to predict and control all the following effects. However, the prediction and the control that we
can access are not only limited by data and scientific resources that we have, but also by the nature of ecological
systems. To put it in epistemic terms, what constrains our practices, policies and knowledge are not our inquiries
or conceptual resources but the reality. The dynamics of existence contexts is complex, human interactions and
ecosystems are in continuous evolution and in these processes the changes can not always be foreseen. We must
admit that some of these changes are irreversibly, and hence the only strategy is to adapt to the new altered
system (Folke et al., 2010). It requires a more comprehensive, holistic and flexible vision to assume that
surprises are inevitable and that knowledge is always incomplete (Gunderson, 2003). Natural systems have great
resilience because of diversity within functions and across scales, but resilience is not infinite, hence we need
good policies on resources management in order to preserve variability that is the source of sustinable change
(Holling et al., 2002; Díaz et al., 2011).
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